Music sight reading (SR), has been described as a complex task which involves the simultaneous reading of new non-rehearsed material and performance. Although practice related skill have revealed as the most significant predictor of SR, working memory (WM) processes have shown its relevance in the study of individual differences in SR. We aimed to determine how the updating in WM sub-processes of retrieval/transformation and substitution, could differentially contribute to SR when the effects of age and practice were controlled, and according to the difficulty of the SR tasks and the different indexes of performance measured (SR error, tempo maintenance, rhythmic accuracy, pitch accuracy, articulation accuracy and expressiveness). 131 music students of different ages and levels of instrument knowledge participated in the study. The results showed that whereas the efficiency in the retrieval/transformation sub-processes contributed to SR regardless of the difficulty of the SR tasks, the substitution sub-process also contributed to performance at sight but only in low demanding SR tasks. The results also showed all the updating sub-processes were engaged in SR regarding the proportion of error and rhythmic accuracy. However, both expressiveness and tempo maintenance seemed to be uniquely driven by efficiency in the retrieval/transformation sub-processes, whereas articulation accuracy relied on the efficiency to suppress irrelevant information from WM.
INTRODUCTION
Music sight reading (SR), has been considered as one of the five basic abilities for all musicians (McPherson and Thompson, 1998) . SR has been described as a complex transcription task involving the simultaneous reading of new non-rehearsed material and performance (Sloboda, 1982; Thompson, 1987; Waters et al., 1997 Waters et al., , 1998 . Contrary to rehearsed music, which offers certain automation of performance though deliberate practice, SR would be considered as a novel task. In addition, SR could be considered as a kind of multitasking performance because it requires at least: (a) the processing of visual information linked to reading, including decoding and understanding the score; (b) the motor control linked to performance, including fine motor control and musicality; and (c) the processing of auditory information linked to the adjustment of performance to the printed material, all in real time. Thus, due to the fact that SR requires the simultaneous execution of various tasks in a brief period of time it could be linked to executive functioning (Oswald et al., 2007) .
In this context, our main objective was to analyze the role of updating information in working memory (WM) executive function in SR performance, in string and wind musicians of different ages and levels of instrument knowledge.
Updating information in WM is one of the functions related to executive control (Miyake et al., 2000) . It was initially defined by Morris and Jones (1990) , as the mechanism responsible for the replacement of WM content that is no longer relevant in the ongoing task for new novel material, and of the adjustment of remaining material to the incoming new material. Updating information in WM has been highly related to WM capacity (WMC) (Miyake et al., 2000; St Clair-Thompson and Gathercole, 2006; Belacchi et al., 2010) . However, Ecker et al. (2010) -using structural equation models (SEM) -concluded that WMC and updating could be distinguishable in terms of their underlined sub-processes, specifically: (a) retrieval of the relevant information from Long Term Memory (LTM); (b) transformation of information in WM; and (c) substitution of information in WM. According to Ecker et al. (2010) , the substitution sub-process may be the only sub-process specific for updating, whereas both retrieval and transformation could be a shared source of variance between WMC and updating. Thus, substitution would be the base for differentiating between updating and WMC. Other authors have also empirically differentiated between the subprocesses of retrieval/transformation and substitution (Chiappe et al., 2000; De Beni and Palladino, 2004; Carretti et al., 2005 Carretti et al., , 2009 Passolunghi and Pazzaglia, 2005; Lechuga et al., 2006; Carriedo et al., 2016) , showing different developmental patterns (Lechuga et al., 2006; Carriedo et al., 2016) , and also different predictive values in the study of individual differences in some complex skills such as reading comprehension (Chiappe et al., 2000; Carretti et al., 2009) or math problem solving (Passolunghi and Pazzaglia, 2005) .
Other subsequent study carried out by Ecker et al. (2014) , in which the substitution sub-process was analyzed, revealed that the efficient substitution of no longer relevant information could require the continuous shifting between between removal and the encoding. They proposed that the active removal could be critical to allow the WM system to efficiently focus on relevant information. Other authors such as Lavie et al. (2004) suggested that it may be the increase in memory load which could drain the availability of attentional resources to reject no relevant information. Finally, efficiency theories posted the existence of a trade-off effect of the attentional resources available to simultaneously maintain and suppress information in WM (e.g., Just and Carpenter, 1992; Kane and Engle, 2000; Engle, 2002) .
To our knowledge, there is no empirical evidence that addresses the role of updating information in WM sub-processes in SR performance. However, some previous studies revealed the involvement of the related WMC in it. Specifically, Kopiez and Lee (2006) , focused in expert adult pianists to analyze rhythmic accuracy in SR, considered the most objective and reliable measure of SR execution (e.g., Elliott, 1982; Hodges, 1992; McPherson, 1994; Waters et al., 1997; Drake and Palmer, 2000; Gromko, 2004; Kopiez and Lee, 2008; Hayward and Gromko, 2009; Wurtz et al., 2009; Mishra, 2014) . They proposed a dynamic model using five SR tasks of an increasing level of difficulty. These authors considered three different types of predictors of SR: (a) general cognitive skills (WM, shortterm music memory, short-term numerical memory, and fluid intelligence); (b) elementary cognitive skills (tapping speed, simple reaction time, trilling speed, and information processing speed); and (c) practice-related skills (practicing solo, sight treading, and auditory representation skills practice). Their results showed that practice was the most significant predictor, but that WM also predicted SR performance. However, its influence changed as the level of difficulty of the SR task did, increasing for the easiest levels and decreasing for the most difficult ones. Thus, Kopiez and Lee (2006) concluded that the predictive value of WM and practice related skills for SR would be dynamic, varying in its significance as a function of the complexity of SR tasks.
In a later study with a similar sample, Kopiez and Lee (2008) found that psycho-motor speed, early acquired expertise, mental speed, and the ability for auditory imagery were significant predictors of SR performance, whereas the influence of WM came near of the standard levels of significance (p = 0.06).
These apparent contradictory results of both studies could be associated to methodological differences between them. In their first study Kopiez and Lee (2006) analyzed the relation among the different predictors and SR separately by the level of difficulty of the SR tasks. In their second study (Kopiez and Lee, 2008) , these relationships were explored taking together all levels of difficulty. Thus, it could be possible that the type of analysis carried out in the second study overshadowed the existing complex relationship between WM and SR.
Another subsequently study carried out by Meinz and Hambrick (2010) with adult pianists of a wide range of instrument knowledge found that WM could also predict SR efficiency independently from general music performance skills 1 . Considering all these studies, it may be suggested that (a) practice SR related skills could be considered as one of the main predictors of SR performance (but see for a different account: Mishra, 2014; Zhukov, 2017) ; (b) WM processes seem to be involved in SR performance both among expert musicians and those with different levels of instrument knowledge; and (c) regardless of effect of practice, WM could play a role in SR performance, both in rhythm accuracy and in global subjective performance, but the influence of WM is complex and probably depends on the type of indexes of SR performance obtained, or on the kind of WM task used (Kopiez and Lee, 2008) .
Taking into account this rationale, our main aim was to analyze how the sub-processes of retrieval, transformation and substitution underlying updating in WM were related to SR as a function of the demands on memory load and level of suppression, and to analyze how the efficiency in these updating sub-processes could be a source of individual differences in SR as a function of the difficulty of the SR task and of different indexes of performance.
For this purpose, we used an updating task (De Beni and Palladino, 2004) , that provided three different indexesunder variable demands of load and suppression -that would correspond to the components of updating executive function described by Ecker et al. (2010) : (a) an index of the retrieval and transformation sub-processes (recall of critical items) more related to WMC measures, and (b) two indexes of the substitution sub-process: same lists intrusions, as an index of suppression of information in WM; and previous lists intrusions, as an index of proactive interference or suppression of irrelevant information retrieved from LTM. In addition, we used two different SR tasks of two levels of difficulty which were measured through separate elements of performance (SR error, tempo maintenance, rhythmic accuracy, pitch accuracy, articulation accuracy, and expressiveness).
We expected a positive correlation between the retrieval/ transformation updating index and SR, and a negative correlation between the substitution updating index and SR, both regardless of difficulty of the SR task when age and practice were controlled for. However, considering the possible existence of a trade-off effect between updating sub-processes of retrieval/transformation and substitution (e.g., Just and Carpenter, 1992; Kane and Engle, 2000; Engle, 2002) , their relationship to SR could vary as a function of the demands of memory load and level of suppression of the updating task. Thus: (a) if SR were mainly driven by the simultaneous maintenance and processing of information in WM, then there will be a correlation between SR tasks and updating in WM indexes in high load and low suppression condition; (b) if SR were mainly driven by the inhibition of irrelevant or no longer relevant information, then there will be a correlation between SR tasks and updating in WM indexes in low load and high suppression condition; and (c) if both sub-processes were equally relevant for an efficient SR, then there will be a correlation between SR tasks and updating in WM indexes in high load and high suppression condition.
Regardless of whether SR relies more on the retrieval/ transformation or on the substitution sub-processes, we also expected that the efficiency in both sub-processes would significantly contribute to SR performance, especially in the most demanding SR tasks.
In addition, considering the existence of different elements within the musical structure involved in performance such as tempo, rhythm, pitch, or articulation, we expected that the efficiency in the sub-processes of retrieval/transformation and substitution could differently contribute to the proficiency of participants. First, we expected that those efficient participants in the retrieval/transformation sub-process outperformed less efficient ones in those musical elements more related to expressiveness or fluency such as rhythm and tempo maintenance, due to their increased ability to maintain and process information in WM. Secondly, we expected that those efficient participants in the substitution sub-process would outperform less efficient ones in those musical elements more related to accuracy in the execution, such as pitch and articulation, due to their increased ability to suppress no longer relevant information. Thirdly, we expected a similar contribution of the efficiency in both updating-sub-processes regarding SR error index."
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
One hundred thirty-one music students that have been receiving music lessons of string or wind instruments participated in this study. Participants were classified into four groups according to age and level of instrument knowledge (see Table 1 All the participants have learned to read music and to play simultaneously, through a traditional methodology of musical language teaching (rhythm lecture, intonation and music theory without an instrument) and progressive scales, studies and compositions for the instrument without specific SR training. Parents or guardians of the participants under 18 were informed in writing, and signed the consent of participation of their children in all cases. Young adult participants personally agreed to participate by signing a written informed consent form. Ethical approval was provided by the bioethics committee of Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED).
Materials
Sight Reading Test (SR Test)
Two different pieces from "Sound at Sight Series" (Trinity College of London, 2003a ,b, 2004 , 2007a ,b,c,d,e, 2008 , 2009a were selected by instrument specialists for each kind of instrument. This series includes specific pieces for each instrument in 8 difficulty grades developed for SR examination in classical western music style. Pieces were selected as a function of the level of general performance of the participants: grade 3 (elementary-low level), grade 5 (elementary-high level), grade 6 (intermediate level), and grade 8 (superior level). The pieces within each level and instrument had similar difficulties regarding key, tempo, rhythm, melodic range, and leap size. Taking into account that the participants played different string, wood wind and brass wind instrument which involve technical performance differences, key, rhythm, melodic range, or leap size could be different among instruments within a similar level of general difficulty. Thus, the difficulty criterion was the time bar, based on previous research which has been shown that binary patterns and subdivisions are easier than ternary ones both in reproduction tasks (Drake, 1993) and in auditory discrimination ones (Smith and Cuddy, 1989) . We choose a 2/4 or 4/4 piece (binary time bar and binary subdivision) such as a binary test for all the levels and instruments. In relation to the participant's instrument knowledge, we selected the ternary pieces using both time bar and subdivision as criterion, that is, a 3/4 piece (ternary time bar and binary subdivision) for the elementary-low level, a 6/8 or 12/8 piece (binary time bar and ternary subdivision) for the elementary-high level, and a 6/8, 12/8, 3/8, or 9/8 (binary or ternary time bar and ternary subdivision) for the intermediate and superior levels. In order to obtain a complete index of performance at sight, we selected as dependent variables different measures of performance: tempo maintenance, measured as the ability to maintain a fixed tempo during performance with the exception of tempo changes indicated in the score; rhythmic accuracy, measured as the correct proportion between notes and their corresponding rests, which allowed us to control not only the first note in a beat, but also all the notes or rests written in the score; pitch accuracy, measured as the correct tuning; articulation accuracy, measured as the correct performance of articulation signs. We also included an index of expressiveness, measured as general phrasing and musicality, and in the adjustment to dynamics, tempo changes or either expressive indications printed in the score. All these variables were blindly and independently evaluated from 0 to 10 by two expert musicians. They were professional musicians with a full education degree in classical western music (piano and viola), which include 10 years of instrument training together with solfeggio, choir, harmony, art and music history, aesthetics, acoustics, organology, improvisation, accompanying, chamber music and/or orchestra. They both had more than 15 years of teaching and interpreting experience. They also had at least 10 years of experience as evaluators in music student competitions.
We derived two global indexes of SR. An index of global performance at sight was calculated by the means of the first four variables (tempo maintenance, rhythmic accuracy, pitch accuracy, articulation accuracy). Moreover, another global index of proportion of SR error (SR error) was calculated by dividing the total number of failed notes or rests by the total number of notes and rests written in the score. To obtain this index, the total notes and rests of each score were counted by the evaluators. The raters listened the recordings and marked with lines in a paper copy of the score of each participant the notes failed as a function of rhythm, pitch or articulation, together with repetitions or failed rests. Then, the number of errors was counted and its proportion calculated for each participant and score.
Updating Task
We used a Spanish adaptation of the updating task (Carriedo et al., 2016) developed by De Beni and Palladino (2004) . This task allowed us to obtain three different indexes -under variable demands of load and suppression -that would correspond to the components of updating executive function described by Ecker et al. (2010) : (a) an index of the retrieval and transformation sub-processes (recall of critical items) more related to WMC measures, and (b) two indexes of the substitution sub-process: same lists intrusions, as an index of suppression of information in WM; and previous lists intrusions, as an index of proactive interference or suppression of irrelevant information retrieved from LTM. This task was used in previous research as part of a larger project. For a complete description of the stimulus see Carriedo et al. (2016) , and Herrero and Carriedo (2018) .
Practice Related Skills
We collected information through interviews about the number of years of instrument individual lessons from the beginning up to the present. We also collected information (in hours per week) about the amount of current practice, adding the time of individual and group lessons (chamber music, band or orchestra) and the amount of individual solo practice at home. Data concerning participants under the age of 18 was obtained by their parents.
Procedure
All participants were tested individually. The order of the tasks was counterbalanced as well as the order of the binary (A) and ternary (B) SR tests. All participants were evaluated at their music schools.
SR Tests
All participants performed two consecutive scores. They were instructed to carefully look at the first score (tempo, bar, key signature) for 30 s to immediately perform the score trying not to make breakdowns or repetitions. Once finished, the same procedure was carried out for the second score. All the performances were audio-registered (SONY R IC Recorder ICD-UX71F) to be subsequently analyzed and evaluated by two independent expert musician judges. Inter-rater correlations for all the SR indexes in both binary and ternary tests were significantly high (average r = 0.97, p = 0.01). To obtain a unique range of punctuations, the values of all the variables ranged from 0 to 10 were divided by 10.
Updating Task
The stimulus of the task were auditory presented in a computer. The presentation order of the stimulus and the items was randomized. E-Prime software, version 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools Inc.
2 ), was used for randomization and time control (see Carriedo et al., 2016; Herrero and Carriedo, 2018 ).
RESULTS
We first tested whether binary and ternary SR tests differed in difficulty as a function of the time bar. Student t-test showed that ternary tests were more difficult than binary ones (all ps < 0.050). Thus, we decided to analyze binary and ternary measures separately.
In order to analyze how the global index of SR was related to the three indexes of updating (recall of critical items, same-list intrusions and previous-list intrusions) as a function of both, the difficulty of the SR tasks and the demands on memory load and level of suppression, Pearson's partial correlations controlling for age and practice (accumulated and current) were computed. As shown in Table 2 , the global index of SR in both, binary and ternary tasks was significantly related to the recall of the critical items index (retrieval and transformation) only in high memory load and low suppression condition (binary: r = 0.22, p = 0.012; ternary: r = 0.18, p < 0.039). In addition, the global index of SR was significantly related to the proportion of same-list intrusions (index of inhibition in WM) in high load and low suppression condition, but in only binary task (r = 0.21, p < 0.018). No other significant result was found.
2 www.pst-net.com/eprime Taking into account the results of the partial correlations, we analyzed how each specific index of SR could be differently affected by efficiency in the updating sub-processes as a function of the difficulty of the SR task. Thus, we selected those participants more and less efficient in both, the recall of critical items and the proportion of same-list intrusions in high memory load and low suppression condition. Participants who scored above the upper quartile in the recall of critical items were assigned to the "efficient recall" group (n = 43), and those who scored below the lower quartile were assigned to the "less efficient recall" group (n = 42). In a similar way, participants who scored above the upper quartile in the proportion of same-list intrusions were assigned to the "efficient suppression" group (n = 34), and those who scored below lower quartile were assigned to the "less efficient suppression" group (n = 40). Importantly, the sample in the case of the measure of expressiveness was reduced to n = 21 for the upper quartile and to n = 24 to the lower quartile, given that both, elementary-low and elementary-high groups scored zero in this measure. For the same reason, the sample was reduced to n = 20 for the upper quartile and to n = 22 to the lower quartile.
Multiple mixed ANCOVA 2 × 2, with group (efficient/less efficient) as between-subject factors, and SR task (binary/easy and ternary/difficult) as within-subject factors, and age and practice (accumulated and current) as covariates were carried out for all indexes of SR performance. Table 3 (panels A-G) shows the within and between effects/interactions of all the multiple ANCOVA regarding efficiency in the retrieval and transformation sub-processes. In relation to the global indexes of SR performance, the results showed a significant effect of group in the proportion of SR errors, F(1, 80) = 5.07, p = 0.027, ηp 2 = 0.06, whereas there was no significant effect regarding global performance at sight. In relation to the specific indexes of performance, the results showed a significant effect of group in rhythmic accuracy, F(1, 80) = 4.48, p = 0.037, ηp 2 = 0.05, tempo maintenance, F(1, 80) = 4.15, p = 0.045, ηp 2 = 0.05, and expressiveness, F(1, 41) = 5.08, p = 0.050, ηp 2 = 0.11. In addition, the results showed a significant interaction group × tempo maintenance, F(1, 80) = 5.39, p = 0.023, ηp 2 = 0.06. The analysis of this interaction revealed that whereas efficient participants were not affected by the difficulty of the task, less efficient were (see Figure 1) . The results showed no significant effects regarding either pitch and articulation accuracy. Table 4 (panels A to G) shows the within and between effects/interactions of all the multiple ANCOVA regarding efficiency suppressing irrelevant information from WM. In relation to the global indexes of SR performance, the results showed significant interactions in both SR global indexes: group × proportion of SR error, F(1, 70) = 3.88, p = 0.050, ηp 2 = 0.05, group × global SR, F(1, 70) = 4.82, p = 0.031, ηp 2 = 0.06. The analysis of these interactions showed that efficient participants were affected by the difficulty of the SR task whereas those less efficient were not (see Figure 2) . Regarding the specific indexes of performance, the results showed a significant interaction group × rhythmic accuracy, F(1, 70) = 4.86, p = 0.031, ηp 2 = 0.07, and group × articulation accuracy, F(1, 70) = 11.93, p = 0.001, ηp 2 = 0.15. As in the case of the global indexes, the analysis of these interactions showed that efficient participants were affected by the difficulty of the SR task whereas those less efficient were not (see Figure 2 ). There were no significant effects or interactions regarding tempo maintenance, pitch accuracy and expressiveness.
DISCUSSION
We aimed to analyze how the sub-processes of retrieval, transformation and substitution underlying updating in WM were related to SR as a function of the demands on memory load and level of suppression. We also intended to analyze how the efficiency in these updating sub-processes could be a source of individual differences in SR as a function of the difficulty of the SR task and of different indexes of performance.
Regarding the retrieval and transformation sub-processes, the results of the correlational analysis showed that once age and practice were controlled, both SR tasks were significantly related to these sub-processes in high memory load and low suppression condition. These results corroborated our expected relationship and could reflect that SR would rely on memory load more than on interference. Thus, efficient sight readers could have an increased ability to simultaneously maintain and transform into motor movements a greater amount of musical material than less efficient ones, as Meinz and Hambrick (2010) The results of the efficiency analysis showed that those participants efficient in retrieving and transforming relevant information in WM committed fewer errors during performance and produced a more expressive execution than less efficient ones. A possible explanation for these results is that the increased ability of our efficient participants could generate improved memory associations between musical fragments. Thus, their range of planning could be enhanced, allowing them to perform without breakdowns or production errors (Drake and Palmer, 2000) . In a similar way, the increased range of planning may be responsible for an increased ability to add musical expression to the performance as Lehmann and Kopiez (2009) suggested. Our results also showed that the efficient participants outperformed less efficient ones regarding rhythmic accuracy, which corroborated those results obtained by Kopiez and Lee (2006) with adult expert pianists. However, in our case, the involvement of the retrieval and transformation subprocesses in rhythmic performance were not dependent of the difficulty of the SR tasks as it was in the study of Kopiez and Lee (2006) . A possible explanation of these differences could be related to the measurement of rhythmic accuracy in both studies: as metronomic accuracy in the case of Kopiez and Lee or as proportion among notes and rests in our case. In addition, the results showed that efficient participants not only outperformed less efficient ones by maintaining tempo, but neither were their affected by the difficulty of the task, whereas less efficient ones were. It has been suggested that updating in WM could be central to the processing of temporal information due to its involvement in the active maintenance of sequences of events (Carelli et al., 2008) . Thus, in ternary tasks -the most demanding ones-those less efficient participants maintaining information in WM had a worse performance keeping a constant speed.
In relation to the substitution sub-process, the results showed a significant relationship to SR in high memory load and low suppression condition, when age and practice were controlled. However, the relationship was significant in only binary tasks. Taking into account the suggested existence of a trade-off effect between maintenance and suppression sub-processes as a function of the availability of attentional resources (e.g., Kane and Engle, 2000; Engle, 2002) , However, these attentional resources may be only available in the less demanding SR task, because the difficulty of the ternary tasks could increase memory demands draining the resources to suppress irrelevant information (Lavie et al., 2004) . The efficiency analysis also corroborated the lack of resources to inhibit irrelevant information from WM in more demanding SR tasks, which only affected the efficient participants. Specifically, whereas in binary tasks (the easiest ones), the efficient participants committed fewer SR errors than less efficient ones, and outperformed them in rhythmic and articulation accuracy, in ternary tasks (the most difficult task), efficient and less efficient participants performed at about the same level. In this sense, Engle (2002) had been suggested that people with a poorer executive attention would not be affected by the cognitive load to suppress irrelevant information from WM because they would not have attentional resources available even under less demanding conditions, while increasing proactive interference in most demanding ones would decrease performance of the most efficient participants.
Contrary to our hypothesis, the results showed that pitch accuracy did not seem to be affected by the efficiency in both, the retrieval and transformation and the substitution process. A subsequent correlational analysis showed that pitch accuracy was significantly related to accumulated practice, both regarding binary (r = 0.18, p = 0.037) and ternary (r = 0.24, p = 0.004) SR tasks. Thus, it seems that pitch accuracy could be more related to instrument practice than for updating abilities during SR. In addition, the results showed that global performance at sight was no affected by efficiency in the retrieval and transformation subprocesses whereas it was affected by efficiency in the substitution one. An explanation for these results is that, because global performance at sight index was a derived measure the significant or no significant effects/interactions of this index would be modulated by the effects/interactions and degree of significance of its components. Globally, our results corroborated the relevant role of the retrieval and transformation sub-processes in SR, regardless of the difficulty of the SR tasks, which may probably be associated with the implication of WM in this kind of complex activities (Redick et al., 2016) . Moreover, our results showed that the substitution sub-process was also involved in performance at sight, but only in low demanding SR tasks. Importantly, our results showed that the updating in WM sub-processes were differently involved in SR according to the different indexes of SR performance. All the updating sub-processes were engaged in SR regarding the proportion of error and rhythmic accuracy, corroborating its reliability as general indexes of SR performance (e.g., Drake and Palmer, 2000; Kopiez and Lee, 2008; Hayward and Gromko, 2009; Wurtz et al., 2009; Mishra, 2014) . However, both expressiveness and tempo maintenance seemed to be uniquely driven by efficiency in the retrieval and transformation sub-processes, whereas articulation accuracy relied in the efficiency to suppress irrelevant information from WM. In this sense, expressive indications are associated to a specific musical sequence or fragment to give them full meaning. Moreover, tempo maintenance implies maintaining a constant speed. Thus, it is possible that neither of them require the active suppression of previous information whenever performance continues. However, articulation implies that any musical pattern with concrete rhythm and pitch could appear printed on the score more than once with different articulatory indications. Consequently, the active suppression of previous articulation indications in WM may be necessary to produce a fluent performance.
To conclude, our results support the relevance of updating in WM for SR beyond the effects of age and practice. However, some caution is needed, due to the fact that only two different SR tasks were used. Future research must be done considering a large range of difficulty tasks, especially in order to replicate or to refute the lack of relevance of inhibition in WM in the most difficult tasks. In addition, it is necessary to analyze the contribution of other inhibitory processes such as response-distractor interference, that has been showed to represent an inhibitory factor unrelated to cognitive inhibition measured in our study. Similarly, the role of cognitive flexibility must be also analyzed due to its association with multitasking performance and its involvement in the execution of complex dynamic tasks.
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